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Presidents Report
It is with great sadness that the BVAC family marks the passing of Colin Jorgensen of
the Queensland Bookbinders Guild. Colin was the husband, and chauffeur, of Jenny who was a
valuable member of the BVAC committee for a number of years. Always a quiet gentleman,
Colin had been in ill health for some time. Our deepest sympathy to Jenny.
Sitting at the BVAC meeting this morning, I was warmly reminded of one of the many upgrades
BVAC has been able to make since we moved into The Hub. For the first few years, winter
meetings meant big coats and arriving early to get premium seats close to the heater. A cold
showery day now is no problem as the air-conditioning does its job.
As we continue to deal with the Covid crisis, we are glad to say The Hub is once again open for
business—with restrictions. Each group that uses The Hub must keep an attendance record for
each session—name, phone number, and email address of all present. Fifty people are permitted at any one time with a maximum of 32 for upstairs (that means only 18 downstairs). Hand
sanitiser is provided and should be used on arrival. The 1.5 metre rule also applies.
We continue to monitor the situation regarding the availability of the Mt Coot-tha Auditorium for
our November Pop-up Shop. While the Gardens have not yet made a decision about reopening,
pre-planning at BVAC is under way. On that note, I would like to welcome Anna-Margot Collins
to the position of BVAC Pop-Up Shop Coordinator/Secretary and thank those members of
groups who offered their services to the Pop-Up committee. Without volunteers for this subcommittee, the Pop-Up shop couldn’t continue. No meetings—all done by email. Groups will
hear from Anna-Margot shortly.
Recently, we had training sessions for the use of the lift. Remember to bring your deposit of
plastic bottles to cover lift usage or just because you care about BVAC. Unfortunately, wheelchair access to the lift will have to be via the room downstairs for a while as the lovely new path
“may be compliant, but is not useful”.
The Watercolour Society of Queensland reports that their sketching/painting outing to St Helena
Island was a huge success with 51 attendees from within their own group and a number of others as well. While exhibitions remain the domain of the relevant groups, the cross fertilisation of
the arts brought about by groups banding together opens our minds to new ways of creating art.
Hopefully next month we will have progressed further toward a full opening up of society and art
will again make its presence felt in the new normal.
Judy
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"The arts are not a way to make a living. They are a very human way of making life more bearable. Practicing an art, no matter how well or badly, is a way to make your soul grow, for heaven's
sake. Sing in the shower. Dance to the radio. Tell stories. Write a poem to a friend, even a lousy
poem. Do it as well as you possibly can. You will get an enormous reward. You will have created
something." —Kurt Vonnegut Jr.

PASTEL SOCIETY OF AUSTRALIA INC

ANNUAL EXHIBITION AND AWARDS

Margaret van Maanen,
Pastellist of the Year 2019

The Pastel Society of Australia is holding its annual exhibition and awards event in
coming weeks. Due to COVID 19, this will be an on-line event extending from 13
July to 23 August 2020.
All art lovers are invited to view the full exhibition of wonderful pastel paintings at
www.psacomps.com.au (select artworks tab) during this time. Paintings are for sale
and can be purchased framed or unframed. Cast your People’s Choice Award vote
as you browse.
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Eclectica is the annual exhibition of works created by the Contemporary Art Practices Working
Together Group. This group supports each other to try new, innovative techniques when creating
artworks. There is much ‘what if’ experimenting in the group. Affectionately named ‘The Chookhouse’ for their level of animated discussions, their work exhibited here, reflects the combination
of more traditional pieces interspersed with flashes of experimental endeavours.
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Three Well Known Australians by Martin Shaw
It seems that there is always something interesting happening in an art world somewhere, and
currently Redlands Art Gallery in Smith Street, Cleveland has been showing a most unusual
piece of art but you will have to go this weekend to see it.
Three Well Known Australians was painted by Sydney artist Martin Shaw in 1983 and since then it has become a sort of ongoing national, Rorschach test. Visitors to the galleries that have shown the painting are
asked to record their ideas as to the identify the blue
headless figure, the red seated figure and the green
figure that holds an umbrella. The identity of the dog in
the painting is no secret. Shaw included the small black
and white dog as a memorial to Pea, a friend's pet dog.

Three Well Known Australians
Mar n Shaw

The idea developed from Martin’s work as a market researcher. Instead of just recording people’s answers to
age, gender and occupation, he wanted to engage with their imaginations to develop a more nuanced idea of who they were based on the guesses they made. No clues are given in the picture
as to the ages or gender of the “three well known Australians”, and over the years the guesses
have reflected the changes in peoples interests and ideas. Martin sees the recorded guesses as
the real work of art.
The painting has been displayed in over 200 venues since its creation, and takes 10 years to
complete one lap of Australia. Logistically, keeping the artwork on its continual tour is full time
job. While Shaw doesn’t accompany the painting on its ongoing ramble around Australia, he says
there is a lot of administration involved. You’ve got to plan two to three years ahead. It’s a real
high-wire act.” Shaw asks each art gallery or library that wants to display the work and perpetuate
the experience to pay forward freight, thereby outsourcing the cost burden.
What does accompany the painting on its travels is a yearbook, which is sent along with the
painting to each city or region so locals can record their suggestions. The guesses change depending on the individual, the area, the political climate and the celebrities of the day. The yearbooks are intended to be a portrait of Australia in the same way that the painting is meant to portray well-known Australians. Shaw sees his project as something that ought to stand the test of
time suggesting that the yearbooks form a portrait of Australia – what people thought in 1983 will
be vastly different to what people think in a 100 years’ time,” he says.
The painting, along with 240 letters and numerous “yearbooks” of guesses from the general public at previous showings are on show at Redland Art Gallery until the July 13. The work has been
previously displayed in Brisbane in 1990, 2000, 2010 and now, while its exhibition this year has
been severely curtailed by the Covid lockdown, it is hoped that it will return in 2030 to record the
guesses of another generation. Its exhibition at the Logan Regional Art Gallery earlier this year
had to be cancelled because of Covid19.
Martin Shaw sent promotional material regarding this exhibition to BVAC.
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BVAC Committee Contacts
President
Judy Hamilton
jrhylleh@hotmail.com

Western Suburbs Clayworkers

Secretary
Helen Trochoulias
bvac2015@gmail.com

Treasurer
Peter Rayson
ninetynine.94@optusnet.com.au

Artforce Public Art Project - Request for
proposal (RFP)
Brisbane City Council is seeking proposals for the project management services for the Artforce public art project (tender number 520673). Tenders
close at 12pm, Friday 31 July.

About the program
Initiated by Council in 1999, Artforce is an award-winning, anti-graffiti strategy designed to creatively address the incidence of graffiti on traffic signal
boxes and reduce the costs of maintenance on public property. An important community access program, Artforce allows Brisbane residents,
regardless of age or artistic experience, the opportunity to design and paint
murals on one of over a 1000 traffic signal boxes and Energex Pad-mount
transformers.

Watercolour Society. QLD
Building Co-ordinator
Sandra Evans
bvac2015@gmail.com

APAT
Newsletter
Judy Hamilton
jrhylleh@hotmail.com

Art West Community Gallery

Committee
Anna-Margot Collins
Allie Collins
Sunshine Beaders

Key objectives of this program are:
 foster creativity in the community and support emerging artists
 enhance a sense of place and community pride




bring stories of our local communities alive through colourful artworks
minimise the incidence of graffiti vandalism.

Wendy Goode
Scattered Arts
Lena Tisdall
Restitch

How to apply
Tender documentation for Artforce public art project (tender number
520673) is available from our supplier portal.
For assistance to register and download documents telephone the Business Hotline on 133 BNE (133 263).

Joanna Faber
Papermakers Artists Qld

Jenny Loveday
Marilyn Revell
Watercolour Society. QLD
Shirley McCormick
LeatherCraftersAQ

Liz Horrigan
ATASDA
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